
A  renovated B  innovative C  restored D  innocuous

Q1

A  bonafide B  bonfire C  bouffant D  bounteous

Q2

A  interest B  interior C  integrity D  intent

Q3

A  overwhelming B  overexploitation C  outage D  outsourcing

Q4

A  prosperous B  pursuant C  purposeful D  prognostic

Q5

A  inventiveness B  impressiveness C  instruction D  impressions

Q6

A  reprehensible B  habitable C  Goliath D  habitual

Q7

A  freeway B  byway C  fishmonger D  boulevard

Q8

A  mindlessly B  mindfully C  massively D  manfully

Q9

A  heaved B  forced C  launched D  escaped

Q10

Atlantis, Bahamas

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

At the Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas, a group of people are finding ..... ways to stop coral reef destruction.

Tourists who want to help protect the dolphins, sea turtles and sharks are asked to contribute money to a .....
conservation group.

The focus of The Blue Project is to protect the ..... of tropical marine ecosystems.

When women buy jewelry made of coral or shells, it creates a market for ..... of these items from the ocean.

A replica of the lost city of Atlantis, with its many treasures, displays examples of a ..... existence of people who lived in
harmony with the sea.

Atlanteans were remarkable scientists with a wealth of ....., as evidenced by the creation of a georesonant clock. This
remarkable instrument was used to record sensitive measurements and interpret data.

A remarkable Grouper exhibit can be viewed as tourists walk through the Atlantis underground tunnel. The ..... Grouper
can continue to grow to 8 feet or more, depending on the amount of space in its environment.

As tourists watched the steady stream of clownfish, sea urchins, moray eels, and jellyfish parade by the aquarium
window, in their imagination, they could picture a once busy ..... with Atlanteans shopping in the markets.

Our guide told us that, contrary to popular belief, piranhas do not ..... attack people and other animals. Instead, they
prefer to attack weak or injured animals.

My favorite exhibit was the Submarine Room. The guide said it was from there that the Atlanteans ..... a final effort to
save their land before it sunk into the ocean.
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ANSWERS: Atlantis, Bahamas

At the Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas, a group of people are finding ..... ways to stop coral reef destruction.

B  innovative

Tourists who want to help protect the dolphins, sea turtles and sharks are asked to contribute money to a .....
conservation group.

A  bonafide

The focus of The Blue Project is to protect the ..... of tropical marine ecosystems.

C  integrity

When women buy jewelry made of coral or shells, it creates a market for ..... of these items from the ocean.

B  overexploitation

A replica of the lost city of Atlantis, with its many treasures, displays examples of a ..... existence of people who lived in
harmony with the sea.

A  prosperous

Atlanteans were remarkable scientists with a wealth of ....., as evidenced by the creation of a georesonant clock. This
remarkable instrument was used to record sensitive measurements and interpret data.

A  inventiveness

A remarkable Grouper exhibit can be viewed as tourists walk through the Atlantis underground tunnel. The ..... Grouper
can continue to grow to 8 feet or more, depending on the amount of space in its environment.

C  Goliath

As tourists watched the steady stream of clownfish, sea urchins, moray eels, and jellyfish parade by the aquarium
window, in their imagination, they could picture a once busy ..... with Atlanteans shopping in the markets.

D  boulevard

Our guide told us that, contrary to popular belief, piranhas do not ..... attack people and other animals. Instead, they
prefer to attack weak or injured animals.

A  mindlessly

My favorite exhibit was the Submarine Room. The guide said it was from there that the Atlanteans ..... a final effort to
save their land before it sunk into the ocean.

C  launched
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